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Welcome 

Dear Cloudsters (our nickname for members of the IEEE Cloud Computing Community), 

This month we offer four free articles for our members from Cloud Computing Magazine which 
had a series of articles on Hybrid Computing.  

The Hybrid Cloud Security Professional 

Emerging Hybrid Cloud Patterns 

Standards for Hybrid Clouds 

Hybrid Cloud Economics  

Learning about Cloud Computing is one of the hallmarks of being a member of this community 
and we offer a variety of ways to learn. We will be participating in the ICCE 2017 with a mini 
conference on Cloud Computing and Consumer Electronics. Also note that our study group has 
been recording our sessions and we will soon begin hands on projects. To see our recorded 
sessions and notes click here.  

I hope you find a way to take advantage of our community and consider volunteering with us.  

Chris Miyachi 

Chair, IEEE Cloud Computing 

Call for Papers: ICCE 2017 Cloud Computing Track 

The IEEE Cloud Computing community will be hosting an affinity track at the International 
Conference on Consumer Electronics (ICCE 2017). The track will have industry and academic 
sessions. Academic researchers and industry practitioners will present cutting-edge research and 
best-practices in Cloud Computing as it applies to Consumer Electronics. The goal of the track is 
to exchange ideas among all interested parties thereby leading to advancement of Cloud 
Computing and Consumer Electronics.  

  

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?arnumber=7420533
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?arnumber=7420492
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?arnumber=7420477
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?arnumber=7420473
http://cloudcomputing.ieee.org/education-careers/online-courses
http://www.icce.org/


 
For more information visit: ICCE 2017 Cloud Computing Track and ICCE  

IEEE and Big Data 

Christine “Chris” Miyachi chairs IEEE Cloud Computing. She works as a systems engineer and 
software architect at Xerox Corporation, and is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT). In this Q&A, Miyachi discusses big data’s and the Internet of Things’ (IoT) 
implications for the cloud and for her professional work.  
 
Question: Chris, would you share some thoughts on the various drivers for cloud computing and 

its relationship with big data?  
 
Chris Miyachi: Simply put, cloud computing services are a way for enterprises with big data on 

their hands to cost-effectively manage related challenges such as storage, processing and 
analysis. The companies that offer cloud services make the investment in software and hardware 
and offer access at an affordable price. So cloud services allow customers to avoid the cyclical, 
capital-intensive investments that otherwise would be needed to keep pace with maintaining 
storage, processing and analysis technologies. Rather than buying and maintaining expensive IT 
resources for intermittent use, one can turn to cloud services and take advantage of their 
economies of scale and a la carte opportunities.  
 
This scenario applies to research labs as well as start-ups. Today I see companies use virtual 
servers that connect with the cloud. This arrangement allows enterprises to be more nimble and 
less capital intensive. That said, many companies continue to maintain their own data 
infrastructure, for a variety of reasons.  
 
I would point readers to the IEEE Big Data Initiative, which provides valuable resources on this 
topic and related areas.  
 
Question: As the Internet of Things (IoT) connects a zillion devices and they all generate data, 

and “big data” becomes “much bigger data,” are there concerns within the cloud computing 
community that current technology has limitations?  
 
Chris Miyachi: Right now in cloud computing it almost appears as if there’s an infinite amount of 

data storage – but there isn’t. People in the field that I’ve spoken with tell me that, at some point, 
we’re going to fall off a cliff. And they think that IoT is that cliff. We can see a few possible 
strategies for dealing with that scenario. One is processing data at the edge of the network and 
only returning a portion of it to central storage and processing. Another possible strategy is 
dividing up the data into more manageable portions, if you will, so that it’s logically partitioned. 
Dividing the problem down to smaller micro-portions will decrease the size of the data needed.  
 
Question: We’ve just mentioned storage as a potential chokepoint with big data, but are there 

other aspects of cloud computing that might prove inadequate under the advent of IoT?  
 
Chris Miyachi: I’m not an expert on IoT, but I can tell you that processing and analysis is already 

an issue with the vast amounts of unstructured data that we currently have in storage.  
 
I worked a lot with embedded systems before “big data” ever got its name. These embedded 
systems generate tremendous amounts of data that isn’t immediately used. It’s completely 
unstructured and it wasn’t made to be analyzed by any big data systems. Companies that have 
had legacy embedded systems now want to start analyzing this data because it may contain a 
goldmine of insights into how their products have been used.  
 
Maybe that’s a proxy for the advent of IoT-generated big data. When I mentioned “logical 
partitioning,” it applies here. Maybe we’ll need to narrow our focus and look for one specific 
insight from massive data sets. Or use sampling to cut the processing down to a manageable 
scale.  
 
Question: It sounds like these issues will be among the contemporary challenges for young 

professionals coming into the field. What are the prospects for careers in cloud computing?  

http://cloudcomputing.ieee.org/conferences/icce-2017
http://www.icce.org/
http://cloudcomputing.ieee.org/
http://bigdata.ieee.org/


 
Chris Miyachi: A number of very large companies, many medium-sized companies and a slew of 

start-ups are hiring young people out of school, so there’s no problem with the pipeline of talent. 
And newcomers have an immediate opportunity to tackle challenges that they didn’t learn about in 
school, because things are moving so fast that curricula can’t keep pace.  
 
That said, IEEE Cloud Computing is developing young professional tracks for our conferences 
and bringing in young entrepreneurs to give “elevator talks” – five minutes on what they do and 
why. IEEE needs to reach out to establish the benefits of getting involved as a volunteer. We’ve 
got an upcoming IEEE Technology Time Machine conference, 20-21 October, in San Diego. And 
we’re holding a cloud computing track in tandem with the annual International Conference on 
Consumer Electronics (ICCE) in Las Vegas, 8-11 January 2017, where we hope to invite young 
professionals to speak.  
 
I would add something here about “cloud computing” and young people getting into the field. 
Computing today is cloud computing – there’s really no distinction. Students and young 
professionals don’t remember a time when there wasn’t an Internet, with data stored in the cloud.  
 
Question: Do any issues in the cloud computing field keep you up at night?  

 
Chris Miyachi: Yes, two aspects of security in the cloud concern me. One is simply the potential 

for loss of data. The people I talk to in the industry think that there is potential for disaster as far 
as data in the cloud being lost, that people aren’t properly protected. I’ve experienced this on a 
personal and professional level. A few weeks ago I was in Japan and our IEEE Cloud Computing 
Community Facebook page disappeared. We spent probably five years building it up. It’s a big 
loss and Facebook has not been able to help us recover the page. Some businesses I know rely 
solely on their Facebook page for their Web site, but luckily for us, we have a Web site and 
LinkedIn, Twitter, and Flipboard accounts.  
 
The other topic that concerns me is there’s got to be a revolution around the way companies 
collect data about people and use that data. Right now companies are collecting key data about 
individuals and we don’t know it, other than to be surprised when ads pop up that reflect our 
consumer habits. And I think there’s got to be a big change to that practice.  
 
Question: So one issue is redundancy for security, the other is the transparency of data 

collection practices and the issue of who owns that data and controls its use?  
 
Chris Miyachi: Yes, and whether those issues should be resolved by regulation or by the market, 

I’m not sure. Perhaps enlightened, transparent data policies will become a business differentiator 
and people won’t do business with firms that don’t provide transparency and security for your 
data. Many firms scrub the data of any personally identifiable information before they use it. 
That’s one solution. For more on this topic, readers can consult IEEE Cloud Computing 
magazine, which has published some excellent articles on these issues.  

Featured Blog Posts  

Cloud and WebHosting 

Author: Joanan Hernandez 

Frequently I stumble with customers that are torn, or don’t know whether to host their project on 
the cloud or with a web hosting. So with the objective of clarifying which path to follow, lets 
compare those two worlds. The following will try to help non technical people and developers 
alike, while they don’t speak the same language, they both need each other, especially when 
starting a new project.  

Visit The Cloud Clear to read more.  

http://sites.ieee.org/ttm/
http://www.icce.org/
http://www.icce.org/
http://cloudcomputing.ieee.org/
http://cloudcomputing.ieee.org/publications
http://cloudcomputing.ieee.org/publications
https://www.computer.org/web/the-clear-cloud/content?g=7477973&type=blogpost&urlTitle=cloud-and-webhosting


Building High Performance Big Data and Analytics Systems 

Author: Rohit Dhall 

Big Data and Analytics systems are fast emerging as one of the critical system in an 
organization’s IT environment. But with such huge amount of data, comes performance 
challenges. If Big Data systems cannot be used to make or forecast critical business decisions, or 
provide the insights into business values, hidden under huge amount of data, at the right time, 
then these systems lose their relevance. This blog post talks about some of the critical 
performance considerations, in a technology agnostic way. It talks about some techniques or 
guidelines, which can be used, during different phases of a big data system (i.e. data extraction, 
data cleansing, processing, storage as well as presentation). This should act as generic 
guidelines, which can be used by any Big Data professional to ensure that the final system meets 
the performance requirements of the system.  

Visit The Cloud Clear to read more.  

Have your blog post featured on The Clear Cloud. To learn more visit Call for Blog Writers.  

 
 

 
 

 

Connect with us on social networks for most diverse and up-to-date information. 

Twitter  LinkedIn   

   

  

 

https://www.computer.org/web/the-clear-cloud/content?g=7477973&type=blogpost&urlTitle=building-high-performance-big-data-and-analytics-systems
http://cloudcomputing.ieee.org/volunteers/volunteer-opportunities
https://twitter.com/ieeecloud
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=2856284&mostPopular=&trk=tyah

